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qProbabilistic composite micz_3meohanios wetbods are de_eloped that
simulate expected _mcertainties in unidirectional £iber composite
properties. These metI_ds are in the form o£ comp_ational procedures
using Monte Carlo simulation. The variables in _hich tmcertainties are
accosted £o:- include constittmnt and _id volume ratios, constituent
elastic properties and strengths, and Eiber misalignuent. A
graphite/epoxy tmidirectio_al composite (ply) is st,-_ied to demonstrate
fiber composite material Ix_operty variations induced by random changes
expected at the material micro level. Ik_ression results are presented
to show the relative correlation between predictor and resix_se
variables in the study. These computaticmal p_t_:ed_res make possible a
formal des_-iption of anticipated random processes at the intraply
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The di,_erse rec/uirenents of recent engiz_ering aPl_lications baue
mDti_rated designers to explore specializec[ struct_-al and material
systems. Ceramic neterials, for example, haue several attractive
structural properties, such as their high stiffness/_ight ratios, and
low uariation of stiffness and strength ouer wide ralsges of
enuirormental conditions. I_ significant disadvantage inherent to
brittle structz_al materials is their vulnerability to failure due to
cracks propagating from fla_s. The increased probability of a flaw
occurring in a material as the uoltme increases leads to bulk strengths
_hich are a fraction of the theoretical strength of the material. The
size ef£ect on material strength (I_f. I ) can be explained by the
"weakest link'" concept. Gri£fith ( Ref. 2) reasoned that _ small
solids, fc_ example wires or fibers, might be expected to be stronger
than large ones, due to the additional restriction on the size of the
fla_s. In the limit, a single line of ,olecules must possess the
theoretical mDlecular tensile strenqth o£ a mBterial. A ccmseqtJence o£
2the size effect on strength was the developeent of fiber composite
materials thich consist of thin, strong fibers knnx[ tc[je_ by •
ductile matrix. The advantages of fine, strorq fibers can explain the
_t trend toward increased use of £iber composite mte_ials in
denw_ding aerospace applicati_s.
I_rties of a co_mp0site laminate depend on the properties of the
constittent materials, their distrib_rtion, ar_ orientation. Laminates
are composed of layers of Lu_idireoti0_ally reinforced plies {laminae).
The lamina is tFpically considered the basic tnait of material in a
composite str_tm_al analFsis, which requires knowledge of the material
properties of each individual lamina and its geometric orientation. The
branch of composite rrecbanics that predicts ply material properties
based on the properties, co_=entration, and orientation of its
caa_stituents is known as c_m1_osite mici-o,echanios, and £req_ntly
incorporates the traditional __J_nics of I_kterials assumptions. The
desired laminate is created bY stacking of plies in specific directi_s.
integration of ply properties to Field laminate properties is called
laminate theory. Laminate v-=riables such as Ply ca_ientation and
stacking _ can he tailored to yield a laminate with the desired
material properties, Thus, the laminated composite is a suitable
material for component design.
i_alysis of fiber composite strt_ttu-es is ctn-rently perforeed usir_
a variety o£ computer codes. From the original codes based on classical
mic_oa_chanics and laminate theory, recent codes (Ref. 3,4) bare been
developed which incorporate the ctn_ent state of the art. Complete
3mechanical, thermal, and hygral properties are calculated, ar_ can be
used to coq_te response. Ad_._ced faiJt_e criteria are used to
calculate conposite strengths. Envirormental ef£ects are also
quantified. The usefulness of these codes has been dem0nstrated by
comparison with experimental and £inite element results (Ref. 5,8).
The analytical capability o£ many codes is limited by the
deterministic nat_u-e of the comptrtations. Specifically, fixed values
for" constituent material properties, fabrication process _riables (i.e.
constituent uoltme ratios) ar_ internal geometry must be used as irq_rt.
l_,_ver, random _-ariations in these parameters are not.only expected,
but easily observed experimentally. (See Fig. I)
analysis of composite str_cttres _=quires reliable pr-edictiue
models for material properties and strengths. Home.r, the prediction
efforts haue been conplicated by inherent scatter in experimental data.
Since _r_ertainties in the constituent properties, £abricatian
_Lriables, and internal geometry _ould lead to uncertainties in the
measured conposite properties, the question arises:
I_bw much of the "'statistical" scatter o£ experimentally observed
oon3x_site properties can be explained by reasonable statistical
distribtrtion o£ irkotrt parameters in composite mic_onechanics and
laminate theory predictive models?
The ircreasir_j use of probabilistic methods in str_cttral ,L-obanics has
been slx_ to provide a more realistic depiction of structural response
due to load variations. (Re£. 7) The recognition that material
parameters are r.haracterized by a spectra of values ( that is, are
4statistical in nature ) rather than by a unique set of _lues,
probabilistio methods as a logical analysis approach.
points to
5Fig. 1- Photomicrograph of Graphite/Epoxy cross section
showing variation in fibor content. {Ref. 19)
6B. Purpose
ai_ o_ this tkesis il to de_lop • oomptrtational oapability to
simulate the probabilistio variations in the weohanioal behavior of
unidirecticmal fiber composites. The llbnte Carlo method is used to
simlate a _riety o£ random processes, to quantify £iber composite
material variations induced by random c_es in composite £iber
aligrment, constituent properties, and £abrication process variables.
This random process description is an attempt to note acotrately predict
the behavior o£ _aottred materials, _bich inherently include these
random variations. The cbaracterizatio_ ot tiber reinforced oomposites
through simulation o£ local nonuni£ormities provides an economical
alternative to experimentation to meast_e material properties.
?C. Formulation of the N0del
The nodel comonly used in characterizing fiber composites is based
on the calculation of properties of the basic trait o$ an ortbotropic
ply. The la_rap geometry is then used in laminate equations to calculate
cowposite properites (See Figs. 2a, 2b). In this work, lso_ever, the
basic trait is tahen as the sub-ply, _bich consists of only one
£iber-matrix level in the material. Micronechanics tic=or F is used to
calculate the properties of the assumed ortlsotropic sub-ply, each with
randomly distributed £abrication variables and material properties.
Distributed giber directions, due to possible misali91sm_nt within the
ply, are then used in the laminate equations to calculate ply
properties. This substructurir_ o£ the composite ply represents a novel
attempt at characterization of fiber composite material properties based
on probabilistically distributed constituent properties, individual
fiber misaligrment, and fabrication process variables (See Figs. 3a,3b).
This formulation is particularly well suited to the probabilistio
description of fiber oomposite material properties. Since the
micron_hanics and laminate equations can be used to calculate ply
properties at an}, ntmber of points in a ply, a tractable finite element
structural analysis based only on simple distributional asstmptions for
physical parameter variations can be perfor.ed. This model supplies a
rational _ure for composite material property assessment, because
it treats the meterial as the result of a series of random processes
_hich o(_ur at the intraply level.
8(a) orthotroptc ply (b) lamlnate
Flg. 2- Conventlonal Model
ft be r
mt sal _gmnent
(.) ,.bply (b) ply
Fig. 3- Substructure Hodel
9D. Method o£ Invest igat io_
I. I_-ie£ Description o£ IClqN
The Integrated Composite _hsalyzer (IC_) is a oomputer program tot
comprehensive linear analTsis of multilevel fiber composite structures.
The program contains the essential features required to effectively
design structural oompor_nts made from fiber composites. It now
represents the oulmination of r_.searoh cor_ucted since the early 1970's,
at the National _eronautics and Spaoe Rdministration (Ni_S_l) Lewis
Research Center (LeRC), to develop and code reliable o?mposite ,echanios
theories. This user friendly, publicly available code incorporates
theories for
I. oonventional laminate analTsis
2. intraply and interply hTbrid composites
3. hygral, thermal, ,eohanical properties and response
4. p17 stress-strain ir_luence coefficients
5. microstresses and mi_rostress in£1_ c_e££icients
6. stress concentration £actors around a ci_ular Isole
?. predictions o£ delamination locations around a circular hole
8. Poisson's ratio m/smatc_h details near a straight free edge
9. free edge interlaminar stresses
10. laminate £ailtn-e stresses
11. normal and transverse shear stresses
12. explicit speci£ication o£ matrix-rich interply layers
13. finite element material cards £or NIqST?/IN, MPJIC
detailed description o£ ICRN can be found in Reference (3). The
IC_N code and documentation are available thro_h COSMIC, the Computer
Soft_lare Management and Information Center, Suite 112, Barrow Hall,
Rthens Cs_, 30602.
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2. 5_mmu_ o£ Variables
The variables st,aied in this york can be sepmrated into tvo
categories. The i_lependent _iables to be simulated using random










shear modulus, 1-2 plane











• he dependent variables to be calculated using ICPJ_ consist o£ tbe
£ollowing ply properties, measured about the material axes (see Fig.
4b):
ml m=dulus in 1-1 directi(m (SCll)
normal modulus in 2-2 direction (t_22)
shear m=dulus in 1-2 plane (t_12)
Poisson's ratio for strains in 2 direction induced
by stresses in 1 direction ()£IC12)
Poisson's ratio for strains in I directim_ induced
by stresses in 2 direction (1_C21)
Coe£fioients of thermal expansion
in I-I directio_ (CTEll)
in 2-2 direoticm (CTE22)




(a) fiber (b) material
Pig. 4- Coordinate Systems
Fig. 5- Order of ICAN input data cards
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Ply st_-ssgths in mterial directim_s
losgittdi.al cowp_ssi_
transverse t.sile I_ Itransverse compressive
Tie descriptions al_w should be consulted periodically for the




Complicated stochastic processes can be simulated by a v_riety o£
_rioal eethods generally referred to as MDnte Carlo netbods (Re£. 8).
The term refers to that branch of experimental mathematics conoerned
with experiments on random numbers. Since the advent of high speed
oomptrters, they have found extensive use in most f ields o£ soience and
engineering, in analyzing many physical processes of a statistical
nattre, or _bere direct experimentation is not feasible. In general,
they oan be economically used to achieve a level of pr_oision between 90
and 95 percent.
_t Monte Carlo experiment refers to the procedtme of randomly
assigning a value to an independent random v-ariable in a chosen model,
and observing the dependent variable at the conclusion of the process
being m0deled. I_ Monte Carlo procedtu-e is composed of n such
independent experiments. 14hen n is suf£iciently large, the observations
will yield, by virtue o£ the laws of large numbers, a statistically
meaningful description of the physical problem.
The form o£ Mbnte Carlo used in this study is as follows:
1. De£ine the system model by asstmaing
a. model regression function
b. method o£ error incx_rix_ration
c. probability distribtrtions of all errors (for all independent
variables)
d. any equations used to model the pbeno_na of interest
2. Use the computer and random sampling techniques to select
values of the independent v_riables.






Estimate regression paraeeters tot the assueed e_$el.
Replicate the experiwent, each tile with a new set of input
values •
Use appropriate statistical _thods to oalculate properties of
the distribution of parameter estiwates.
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E. Brief Summary of Results
A ply made £rom the itS-Graphite /INHS epoxy composite system is
studied. The monte carlo scbene is used to generate a number of
response results, _hich are analyzed in graphical and r_merical form, to
supply a far, iota process description o£ composite ply elastic constants,
thernal expansion c_efficients, and strengths. Histogram and
distribution plots of results for assuned narrow arxt wide variations in
inIm_ properties are coAl_r_d with a deterministic base case £or an
aligned ply. The fig_-es dermnstrate the range of _lt_s that response
_riables asstme for tI_e example data under consideration.
Confidence inter_ls are calculated £or response variables in
subsequent samples, which are normalized with respect to an appropriate
independent _ariable, to yield plots of normalized response as a
function o£ £iber volume ratio, £or various v-altos of distribution
paraneters for the related independent v_-iable. These plots
demonstrate the sensitivity of ply properties to randomly selected
uncertainties in constituent and £abrication variables.
Several _ltiple linear _,_,essicm soSels _ere calculated for
response variables. The relati_ correlation o£ predictor (independent)
variables with response is studied for all otrtput properties considered.
Varying levels o£ significance _ere achieved in the regression
equations, due to the differer_es in complexity of response variables.
Elastic c_nstants can be described adequately with simple regressor
ftn_tions, and generally eKplain between 80 and 99 percent of the
observed response v_riations about a man. The regression mmdels
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studied fro- strength, altl_h achieving better reliability with higI_r
order regressor _timss ¢_-monstrate _ low signifi_ as to be
praotloally useless £or prediotive purposes. This is Dot an m_e_3ected




1. Ir_ptrt st_ttu_e for ICf_I -
The inpu_ data for a typical exectrtion of the available IC_
program consists of (see Fig 5)
1. header card
2. control cards
3. ply data cards
4. material system cards
5. load cards
For repeated use o£ the IC_ program, ir4n_ data Eiles n_st be
created ar_ used one at a time. Each successive run o£ the master
program (of $_bic_I_ICg_I is made a st_bro_rtine) va_ites the ir_ptrt file £rom
user-s_pplied parameters and calls IC3_I. 1_e ply data cards contain
randomly generated £iber orientation angle values. _be material system




2. Cor_tittaent Property Variations
Each suc¢essive execoti¢_ ot IC.J_ tvJes • distinot set ot Imterial
properties £or £iber and matrix. The random madber gm_sraticm is
per£or0L_ with user-s_pplied parametm _hich are stored in a separate
£ile. The options of using either generated properties or using the
valoes contairmd in the resident data bank are aoailable. B,ny subset o£
the paraneters described eay be generated or held constant with proper
speci£ication o£ the Booleans _ich control the input to the IC4_
program. (see Figs. 6, ?)
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FIBER STREMGTM VARIES; COMSTAMT FIBER VOLUME RATIO OF 0.30;TAPE 003131
STDATA 15 1 15 T
T 50 T F T T






PLOAD 10. 0.0 0.0 0.0






Fig. 6- Command Input
EFP1 T 0.3100E 08 0.3000E 07
EFP2 T 0.2000E 07 0.2000E 05
GFPI2 T 0.2000E 07 0.2000E 05
GFP23 F 0.I000E 07 0.1000E 06
SFPT T 0.q000E 06 0.1000E 0Z
SFPC T 0.4000E 06 0.1000E 02
LTIP T 0.5000E 06 0.5000E 05
SI'I,PT T 0.1S00E 05 0.1000E 02
SMPC T 0.3S00E 05 0.1000E 02
SMPS F 0.1300E 05 0.I000E 02
Flg. 7- Constituent Variation Input. Example for AS-I Graphite




The user must specify the number oE ICi%N runs desired in a gi,_en
sample. In this study, £i£ty (50) runs _ere used throughout, to take
ad,._Lntage of the simplification in statistics by using suitably large
samples. From elementary statistics, it is kno_z_ that any process that
is the result of the combined interaction of se,_ral probabilities can
be assuned to approximate a nor,Tal distribution. For p_nomena that are
assuned to approximate a norn_l distribtrtion, the simplest forms t'or
calculating statistics apply to suitably large samples (usually greater
than thirty). ,'?,_ sanl_l_ size of fifty was chosen to strpply a
practicably large an_unt o£ data, within the restrictions i_;%0osed on
comptrtat ion *.ine.
The data generated by repeated execution o£ t_he IC_-_ rol_.ines is
stored, in a sequential access dataset, _ere the_ 50 outptrt £iles are
separated by er_ o_ _ile markers. This arrar_e._rent allc_ a sir_'le
Fortran unit to be used £or ou-tput throughout. A simple flo_x:hart o£
the data generation routines is sho_n in Fig. B(a).
4. Data collection
The ICRH output files are searched to locate the specific me.terial
properties and s_rer_ths of interest in this study. The £1o_hart o£
data collection routines is sho_m in Fig. 8(b). i_/ter obtaining the
sample of ICP3_I output, the investigator may choose to scrutinize
parameters or calculate statistics aside from those chosen in this
study. This is likely, in light o£ the large quantity of data a_railable
and the need for limiting the scope of this particular study to
21
representative prope-ties. The user _euld have to supply _lditional
code or adapt existing oode to suit his purposes in this case. The
¢_ded nodi£ioations to IC/_ used in this study are included in _pper_lix
22







Fig. 8- Flow chart of Probabtltsttc Integrated
Compost tes Analyzer
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B. Gereration of Psetzlo Par_om Numbers
Gtn integral part o£ any monte carlo simulation is tl_ use o( r_om
numbers havir_ a speciEied distribtrti_n _ich is assumed to cl_racterize
the process under study. Indeed, mLny statistics textbooks carry tables
o£ far.Iota numbers as appendices. Sintllations using lar'ge samples
require mmny repeated calculations, each with different "r'ar_dom"
ntmbers. Since filling of a oompu_er nemory with a large table o£
random numbers is _ste£ul, algorithms ba_e been de, loped (Ref. 9) to
generate streams of random numbers _Ibe_e_ needed in the process of
calculations. The numbers used are usually obtained usi_ some form o£
a rec_-sion relation, hence the sequence is termed pseudo-random.
I. Uniform Distribution
The starting point for msny random number schemes is the tmiform
random number generator, _hioh simulates a sample from the _miform
distribtrtion. JlcontinuDUS rar_om variable has a uni£o_m distribtrtion
over an inter_l a to b ( b ) a ) if it is equally likely to take on any
_lue in this inter_ral. The probability density function is thus
oonstant _ ( a,b ) and has the form
I
£(x) - b- a a $ x _< b
= • el_
The probability distriI_'tion ftrcti_ is, on integratir_






The uniforTe distribution is sho_n in density _ distribution term in
Figs. 9a and 9b.
Lelmer (Re£. IO) proposed the cccxJruential method of generatir_
pseudo random numbers oort£ormir_j to the uniform distribution. The
recurrence relation takes the £orm:
xi = (axi_ 1 * b ) modulo m
_/_ere the notation signifies that xi is the reminder _hen (axi_ I + b)
is divided bFm. The multiplier a, increaent b, and modulus m are
integers. The starting value x0 must be assu_d, and is _ as the
"'seed" oE the generator. Generators for- _hich b = • are kno_m as
multiplioati_e. The F are oalled mixed _ben b is nor_ero. Because
selection of the multiplier a and nodulus m strongly influence the
generator, mDst generators in use ape of the multiplicative £orm. /_
discussion of the choice of parameters, mximmn period, a_l degPee of
correlation o£ this generator is a,_ilable (Ref. 11).
For a given tmi£orm random nun/mr u on the interval (0, I) a ramdom
ntmber x having a desired distribtrtion F(x) is often obtained by solving
the equation u = F(x) for x (Re£. 12). Since the process _[uires the
determination o£ the in_rse distribution £msction F-l(x), its use
deper_s on the ease of deri,Jing the expression or some approximtion.
The following sections describe the distrihcrtions used, and mthods £or
generating random numbers on these distribtrtions.
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2. Normal (Gaussian) Distribtrtion
The most oo_n distribution is tie familiar r_rmal distribution,
with the "bell shaped" density f_tion, given by
flx; ,a') 2a
_ ( x { % # ( % msd o } _




_hich cannot be expressed in closed form analytically b_rt can be
ntmerically eval_ated at any value ot x.
The Box-Mbller or "Polar" method (Ref. 13) is most commonly used
tom- generating rarxlom deviates £rom a mean to approximate the normal
distribtrtion. If xI and x2 are independent tmi£orm rarxlom variables,
then
Yl = a(-2 In xl)e'5 cos 2_x 2 _ F
Y2 a(-2 In Xl)_'5 sin 2nx 2 F
are independent random variables ruth the star_ n_'nal distribtrtion
having mean /J and standard deviation o.
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3. _ Distribution
_le_ distril_i_ is e t_-_e_ter distri]_i_ _i_ is
flexible in fitti_q • variety of randos processes. It Is a one sided
"distribution in that physical quantities that are limited to ualee$ in
Its density fur_tionthe positiw range are $_tly ntxleled by it.
is given by
_k
-_x k-1f(x) - -
F(k)
_e x, k, k ) O, and k is an integ_.
The parameters X and k nay be interpreted as scale and shape parameters,
respectimly. F(k) is the well kno_ gamin £_tion,
_hich is widely tabulated. The gamin distribution f_:tion is given by
xk k-I




= • el send.ere
F(k,u) is the ir_o_plete gamin f_tion
_hich is also widely tabulated.
t-xdx
r(k,_) : le
For integer values o£ k,
r(k) = (k-L) ;
and the ga.mt distribution is _ as the Erlangian distribtrtion after
A. K. Erlang, _ introduced it in the theory o£ qt_ues and llbrkov
_SSeS •
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Gamma _u_iates ar_ _ated using the
ut,u2,u3, ...... uk
satisfying tls_ tmi£c__m distribution on the inter_l (0,1).
The _sion relation is
1
Yi - _ In u i
i 1 k
x = Yi =---_-In i=lMU'l
i=1
vlsere x is a gamnm _-ariate baying parameters k and k (Bef. 14).
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4. Meibull Distribution
The IJeibull distril_ticn {lle/'. 15) is rest populer ,den eodeli_
problems of reliability, materiel sln_r_th, mml £ati_. _qbe Weibull
density £unction is given by
@_< x { m, a ) @, fl ) 1
_d_ere a and J; are the shape and scale parameters, respeotiuely. The
ctmulati_e distribution fLmction
y = F(_) = i - e_[-(_/_) =] :
leads inmediately to the inverse r_elatio_ship
F-I(y) - x = - .B[ ln(1-y) ]1/=
as the desired t;eibull random generator _ben y is a m_i£orm random
variable.
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Fig. I0- Normal Distribution
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The ,_a_iables ohosen for variation are those for _ich reasonable
assumptions can be made to describe their distribtrtion. _ fiber
geometric oonfig_ration with respect to ply axes is assuned to follow a
normal distribution with mean of zero (degrees) ar_ some small standard
deviation, to be speoified. The fiber volume ratio is assumed to be
normally distributed abotrt some mean between 0.3 and 0.?. The void
voltme ratio, _hich is ideally small, is assumed to follow a gamma
distribtrtion skewed toward zero. (Note that in the ga.mma distribtrtion
used, a value of zero has a probability of _ro. This model is chosen
because the state o£ most present manu£aoturir_ technology precludes the
fabrication of a fiber oomposite completely free of void. )
The properties of ir_li,_id_l fibers and matrix are varied. The
normal and sl_ar m0duli are asstmed to follow the normal distribution,
and the strengths _r_ asstmed to be Qeibull distributed.
Figs. 13-27 show the results o£ random number generation in eaoh
distribution studied. The density {or histogram) ar_ ctmulative
distribution plots are shown. Se_ral _eibull and gamma distribution
simulations are sho_n, to demonstrate the effects of assumed parameter
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(b) cumulative distribution
Fig. 13- Normal Distribution Simulation with mean of
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(b) cumulative distribution
Ftg. 25- Me|bull Distribution Simulation
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Fig. 26- Weibu11 Distribution Simulation
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Ftg. 27- Wetbull Distribution Simulation
Ftber Tenstle and Compressive Strength
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D. Use o£ IC/IR
• his section describes the essential theories and assumptions
inoarporated in the ICP.N _an_ The symbolic notation oom_ntions,
£ormulations, and definitions are included in _pper_ix B.
1. Composite lWAcromechanics
The branch of composite uechanics _hich relates ply properties to
constituent properties is known as co,posite mi_hanics. The inputs
consist not only of constituent naterial properties (£iber and matrix),
but geometric cor_iguration and tabricatioa_ process. Output includes
ply hygral, thermal, and ,echanical properties. The assumptions for







The Mechanics 0£ l_kterials are used to derive the equations,
allowing each property to be individually identi£ied.
The ply resists in-plane loads according to the schematic
shov, n in Fig. 4(b).
The ply and its constituents behaue in a linear elastic manner
to fracture (see Fig. 28).
The ply is transversely isotropic in the 2-3 plane.
The matrix is isotropic.
Complete bond exists at the £iber-matrix inter£aoe.






Properties measured along $ibm _ direction are called
longitudinal.
Properties measured transverse to fiber direction are called
trans_se.
In-pla_e shear is also knm_ as intralaminar shear.
RII ply properties are de£i_-d with respect to ply mterial
axes (1,2,3) £or description and analysis.
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2. l_minate Theory
Classical laminate t_ supplies • o_v_-nient __we to
predict the response of • laminate to external load. The theory uses
a_isotr_pic elasticitF to obtain the stPess-strain relatl_tship for the
basic lamina. The stress-strain relations o£ individtml laminae are
trans£ormed to coincide with a global set o£ re£erence axes. Tlse
stress-stain law of the 1anOn•re in terms o£ the properties and
distrib_-tion o£ individual lamirme are calculated using a stmsmti_.
P_sultant forces and mmnts are defined by J_tL_J_atinq the stresses
thro_jh the thick, ess o£ the laminate. The plate constittrtive equation
is inverted, giving midplane strains and plate ctu_ratm-es in terms o£
applied £or_es and moments. These strains and ctu_ratm_es are
stmbstit_rted into the lamina stress-strain equation to obtain lamina
stresses in the global system. The stresses obtai_L_I are then
transformed into the principal msterial system of the lamina in q_estion
and compared with ultimate stresses obtained using £ail_re criteria.
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3. Strength Theories
The strer_th theories in I_ m_ke use o£ several assL_ptions.
First, it is ass_ that there are £i_e cl_aracteristic _ralues o£
strength of a tmidir_ctional oonposite:
1. lor_itudinal tensile strer_jth
2. longitudinal oompressi_ strength (3 separate criteria)
a. rule of mixt_u_es
b. fiber" micr'obTx:klir_
c. delaminat ion
3. transuerse tensile strength
4. transverse oo_pressi_ strength
5. in-plane or intralaminar shear strength
The £racttn_e modes ust_lly associated with these strengths are shos_
schematically in Fig. 29.
Once ply str_-,gths are calculated (in the ply coor_Iinate systems)D
geometric trans£ormations are used to calculate composite £ailur_e loads.
Tlse process used ks brie£1y deso_ibed below.
I. Calculate loads (in oomposite system) required to indooe load equal
to ply strengths (in ply systems) £or each mode.
2. Calculate minimLm, o£ failtn-e loads £or each ply.
3. Calculate minimum o£ £ailtwe loads o£ all plies, and use this load












U Immlmm_ _r.W Inmm_ m_, m Tnms.nrsecuw'mslm.
Ftg. 2g- In-pline fracture modes of unidirectional
(ply) fiber composites.
E. Beuie_ o£ _pplicable Statistical Concepts
Composite properties are calculated £Qr lai_ge samples using a
speoi£io set of distrib_-tions o£ input properties. In this context t
small sampling theory does not apply, because the samples used are
sufficiently large.
1. Sample l*Qans
Calculation of the mean sample _alues proceeds by defining
n
x.
_leaTl -- x -
n
_here n = sample size
x .= sample data _11ies
x
The population mean is unkzx_, so the sample mean is assuned to be the
best estinmto_ of the population mean.
2. Sample Standard Deviation
i_n estimate o£ the Ix)pulation standard _eviati_ is calculat_
using the statistically efficient estimt_
n[° -n i i z (xi ;')"Or _ ,n.>30
3. Confidence Interval Estimtes
l_n important problem in the area of statistical ir_erence is the
estimmtion of population parameters (such as .man, v_riamoe, etc. ) £rom
sarqple statistics. Parameters ; ard o are the man and standard
deviation of _ sawli W distrikrtion of a statistic S. The samplir_
distril_im c_ S is nss_ as esppr'oximtely ml (_oh is tm £_
,tony statistical distributions if n _> 30). Con£idenoe inter_Ql
estimtes are constructed for tlm statistic S. Thus, intervals are
identified for _dhich it can be asserted with a reasonable degree of
certainty that they contain the parameter considered. Obviously, the
degree of certainty (or cor_iderEe level) will vary with the size o£ the
interval chosen. Values o£ cor_idence coefficients, zc , are associated
with confidenoe levels. For example, an actual sample statistio S is
expected to be fo_d lying in the inter_al (x - zoo ) to (x +zco ) (_ere
o is the _o_n population standard deviation) some percent of the
time. Let the z ualue in this example be 1. Jtsstening a normalC
sampling distribution, (with z c = 1) the mml distribtttion area
£tu_ction speci£ies that S £alls between (x - o) and (x ÷ o) about
68.29% o£ the time. Similarly, tbe coctrider_e o£ x lying in the
inter_al (S - o) to (S + o) is abo_t 68.27/. The endpoints of the
inter_als are kno_ as confidence limits. Various cor_ideasce
coef£icients zc, _ir_ to f_tly used oor_idence levels,
have been tabulated.
In this _rk, the confidence interval for means is given in terms







z is the c_ide_ coefficient, _hich tiles = _l,es ofC
2.580 £or the 90, 95, and 9_/. con£iciemc_ levels,
respect ively.
4. P_-ess ion
term "regression'" as used in the area of statistics re£ers to
the prcx:ess oE' £ox-mulatir_ a mathematical model to explain randoedy
observed p_nomna. Some £_ctior_l form for the _y each variable
enters the ._del must be ass_mL_. Coet_rison o£ the degree of £it o£
diE£erent assunL_d utx_els ideally leads to a better node1. The basic
r_=_ession strateg_ used _ car_sists o£:
1. Jlss_ a .tzltiple linear regression l_del. The normal eq_ati_s
far such a model are:
(Y) = [x](_} • (_)
_N]["Jel'-e
{Y) = vector of dependent variable values
IX] = matrix o£ £_ctions o£ independent variable
{_} = regr_ssion "true" values
(_) = errors
The norml equations can be solved as follow_:
[x]'r(v) = [x]'r[x](_). [x]'r(,_}
(b) = [XTX]-I[X]'(Y)
(b} = paramter estimtes
2. Use a standard statistical package (P_f. 17) to estimate regr_si(m
parameters.
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3. Calculate pm31serties of regt_ssio_ paramter distrib_i=s to
assess _:del precision.
In the e_nt that [XTX] is sisgular, implying that sam o£ the
Ix%l-'norml eq_mtions are linearly dependents does not exist. The
rex[el should be expressed in terms of £ever paraneters, or should
include assunL=d r_striotions on the paramters.
The square of the _zltiple correlation coefficient, R2, is usually
calculated £or each regression model, and supplies a convmsient masm_e
o£ the degree 0£ £it bet_en data _l_s {Y} and _i_es {Y_
predicted by the regression equation. It is de£ined by
1t2 =
Stssof Squares due to rt_;ressionmsdel
Total Sum o£ sq_aresabo_t mean Y
- 7)'
(Yi - 7)2
Freq_!ntly, it is necessary to deter_ne i£ inolusionof l_rti_lar
term in a regression ,_tel is _rth_hile. To this erd, tl_ extra
portion of the regression s_no£ squares _hicharises due to the terms
under consideration is calculated. The wan sqtmre (de£irL-d as the stun
of squares divided by tI_ corresponding degrees of freedom) derived from
this extra st_o£ squares can be_vith s 2, the estimte o£ o_w
to see i£ it appears signi£icantly lartje. I£ it does, the tersm msder
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consideration should be included. The statistic is frequently compars_d
to the appropriate percentage point of the F- distribution, s_bic_ is
tabulated.
Supopose the extra s_ 0£ squares due to a parameter, cJiuen that a
n_t_er o£ other parameters are already in the re=de1, is calculated.
Symbolical ly,
SS(b i ]bo,bl,...,bi_l,bi+l,...,b_),,. i = 1,2,...,k
represents a one degree o£ £reedom ( 1 d£ ) s_ o£ squares _hich
meast_es the portion 0£ the regression s_. o£ squares due to the
ooef£icient b i. This is a neas_'e o£ the _1_ of adding a j3 i term to
the m_el _ich pre,}iously did not include _i" The corresponding mean
square, equal to the SS (since it has one d£) can be compared by an
F- test to s 2. This is lu_o_n as a partial F- test £or the single
parameter" _i' _ich is a special case of the F- test described earlier.
The stepwise l_]ression pl_]OL=_ur_ (1_£. 18) iS a structt_-_ _y to
insert _riables in order o£ correlation t_til the _=gression equation
is satisfactory. The partial car_-elation coef£icient measures the
r_elati_ importance of terms not yet in the model, to choose the next
candidate for entry. The analagous statistic, F- to enter (or F- to
r_=move) is us_ally eualuated £or each predictor at e_er3z stage as though
it were the last term to enter the msdel, to deter_nine if terms retained
at a previous step ha_e become super£1uous, because o£ some linear
dependence with terms now in the model. The largest F- statistic
calculated at each step is compared with the appropriate percentage
point o£ the F- distribution, and the predictor _iable is entered (or
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_-,,_) based on the significance of this F- test. Testing o£ the
least useful predictor is ;x_£orssl at est-_/ step. The It _ statistic is
calculated_ to prouide a measure of the _loe o£ the reg_essirm at each
' step. This step_ise lirL_r regression scbese is _ in this work
because o£ lts oompt_ational ecossomF, a_d because it allo_s the analyst
to assess the relati_ in£1uer_e (or correlation) between individ_l
in-edictor _iables o£ a selected _xlel a_d response £or a particular
data sample. Other scbe_=s are a_ilable (Ref. 18), such as backl_rd
elimination. The step_ise p_ocedure is recommr_d £or. its dir_._=t
natt_e in testing the model with only significant pr_=dictor terms.
A. Property Histograms and Distributions
In this work, fiber and matrix properties are alle_ed to assume a
range of ualues to assess the sensitivity of the composite ply
properties to constituent perttn^bations. Graphite fiber and epoxy
matrix are used as the constituents. Initially, two separate samples of
output data are ger_erated and studied to demonstrate the effects of
inptrt paraneter changes on composite material properties. These two
cases are compared with a deterministic base case with no random ir_
property generation. The data for all three cases is given in Table I.
The results of cases 2 and 3 are shown in histogram and otznulative
distribtrtion form in Figs. 30 - 42. The results o£ the deterministic
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Fig. 39- Sampling results for Longitudinal Compressive Strength
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Fig. 41- Samp11_g results for Transverse Compressive Strength
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Ftg. 42- Sampltng results for In-plane Shear Strength
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B. Fiber Strength Effect
To show the effect of £i_ strer_th changes or the lor_it_Iinal
strer_jths o£ the composites several shape parameters o£ the weibull
_istribtrtion for fiber st_h are assza_¢[. TI_ nonte carlo prcx=edm_e
is then oonducted at _ral fiber volume ratio valms. _I11 properties
are _aried, except fiber vollme ratio. The distribution parameters of
all properties except fiber strengths are held constant. The curves
generated are sbo_n in Figs. 43 and 44. In the £ig_res the solid lines
and symbols show the means of the 9_/.conEidence intergal estimates for
the sample size of 50 chosen at each point. The points on both sides o£
each curu_ locate the upper and lower hounds of the oon£idence
intervals. The convention described is intended to provide a convenient




Fig. 43- Longitudinal Tensile Strength; for various
shape parameters of fiber strength.
";5
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Fig. 44- Longitudinal Compressive Strength; for various
shape parameters of fiber strength.
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C. Matrix S_mgth EF[ect
TJse effects of changes in emtris stre_th on couposite struxj_hs
are st_[ied by suitable variatics_ of the shape p_aneters go_er_inq the
"matrix strength clistrib_i_s, f_alagous to tl_ p2ots given £_ £ibe_
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Fig. 46- Transverse Compressive Strength; for various
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Fig. 47- In-plane Shear Strength; for various
shape parameters of matrix strengths.
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D. Fiber Orientation _fect
_ss_md _1_ of the fiber orientation ergle distributic_
parameter are oonsec_ively used in the rite carlo prooedtme to assess
the effects on sepal omqposite properties. These plots are sbo_ct in
FigS. 48 - 57.
E. Fiber StifSness F__fect
_ssu_ vahws of the fihtr m:dulus distribution parameter are used
in the simulation to similarly assess the e££ects on _ related
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FIBER VOLUHE RATIO
Longitudinal Elastic Modulus; for various
shape parameters of fiber orientation.
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TRANS, ELAST ] C MODULUS
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Fig. 4% Transverse Elastic .Modulus; for various
shape parameters of fiber orientation.
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Fig. 50- In-plane Shear Modulus; for various
shape parameters of fiber orientation.
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Fig. 51-Longitudfnal Tensile Strength; for various
shape parameters of fiber orientation.
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Fig. 52- Longitudinal Compressive Strength; for various
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Fig. 53- Transverse Tenstle Strength; for various
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Fig. 54- Transverse Compressive Strength; for various
shape parameters of fiber orientation.
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Fig. 55- In-plane Shear Strength; for various
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55- Potsson's Ratio (major); for various




Fig. 57- Potsson's Ratio (minor); for various
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Fig. 58- Longitudinal Elastic Modulus; for various
shape parameters of fiber modulus.
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FIBER VOLUME R_l]O
Fig. Sg- Transverse Elastic _bdulus; for various
shape, parameters of fiber modulus.
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IN PLANE SHEAR MODULUS
FIBER VOLUME RATIO
Fig. 60- In Plane ShearModulus; for various
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FIBER VOLUME RAT]O
Fig. 61- Potsson's Ratto (major); for vartous
shape parameters of fiber modulus.
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PD]SSDN"S RATID (MINOR)
57.5 F z_ o= Io_
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FIBER VOLUNE RATIO
Fig. 62- Poisson's Ratio (minor) for various
shape parameters of fiber modulus.
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LONG • TENSILE STRENGTH
65
F






Fig. 63- Longitudinal Tenstle Strength; for various
shape parameters of fiber modulus.
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FIllER VOLUME RkTIO
F] 9. 64- Longitudinal Compressive Strength; for various
shape parameters of fiber modulus.
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Fig. 65- Transverse Tensile Strength; for various
shape parameters of fiber modulus.
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FIBER VOLUME RATIO
Fig. 66- Transverse Compressive Strength; for vartous
shape parameters of fiber modulus.
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Fto. 67- In Plane Shear Strength; for vartous
shape parameters of ftber modulus.
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G. l_ssion Models
The otrtptrt data of cases 2 tbro_xlh 11 are used as s_=cessi_e i_ptrts
to the regression scheme. The goal of stepwise regression, as used
here, is to measm-e the degree o£ correlation bet_en a de_t and a
set of independent _ariables for a given set of data. The outputs of
the regressions conducted show tl_e independent variables accepted into
the model (based on F-test criteria) in order o£ degree of correlation
with the dependent variable of interest, along with the final R2
statistic. (The R 2 val_es represent the square of the.multiple
correlation coe£ficient, a convenient measure of the fit between data
values and ,_l_s predicted by the regression equation. )
The ordering o£ predictor _uriables bF stepwise regression has
se,Jeral important uses. In this stody, the scheme £acilitates easy
investigation of the effects of material chanqes on con_osite
properties. Since the monte carlo scheme permits generation of large
amoonts of data, the regl-ession is easy, inexpensive, and can provide
insight ooncerning the sensitivity of dependent v-ariables for asstwed
distributions o£ predictor v_-iables. A v_riety of material
configurations and constituent distributions are examined s and a model
constructed £or each dependent (or response) 1_riable. It must be noted
that the relative correlations o£ predictor variables with response
variables will be fm_ctions of the assumed distribxrtions, the particular
data sample considered, and the £tmctiomal _r in _hich the predictor
v_riables are incorporated into the model.
il simple regression model was assumed for each reslxx_se _;Lriable.
le2
The first set of "simple" _-9_ession models uses as predictor fcmctions
only the independent vLriables as individmsl terms. To be uor_ precise,
the preclicto_- variables use([ are not simply the independent v_riable
values, £or tber_ are 15 o£ these £ar each layup. The ari1:hemtio
o£ independent wiable valtses is thus used as the predictm- v_riable in
the £i_st set of _j_-ession models. The only exception to this is the
use o£ the sln = of the averaqe of the £iber orientation arqles as the
ang_la_ dependence predictor, denoted by THET_ in the tables to £ollo_.
The sinpler r_sponse v-m-iables can be adec[mstely described using the
linear function forms in the regression m:dels. The simple variables
include the elastic constants, (SC11, I_22, I_12, NUC12, NUC21) and
coef£icients o£ tbern_l expansion (CTEll, CTE22). The results o£ the
regressions per£ormed in the "sinple" mumer are given in Tables III -
]{IV. In the tables the inpcrt labeled with N1 through 145 ar_ _J1 through
U5 _epr_sent narro_ and wide distrib_rtions of all properties. Inptrt
labeled N6 tl_ot_h H10 and _ tl_-otEjh iJlO describe the sa._
distril_rtions, except that the composite is asso_d _idir_otional, i.e.
no angular variation. The distinction sbo_s the r_duction in predictive
capability ir_luced by deviatioQs o£ the £ibers £r_m aligrad c_-ientatio_.
The models assuned £or the response (ou_ptrt) uariables are of the
_c_m
_k_re
Y = B0 + B:Xs + B2X: + B3X] + ... + B X
nn
¥ = response variable (I_11, _22, I_C12, etc.)





= average o£ in_t _iable _lues through the
thickress of the ply (TIL:'_, FVR, _, etc.)
Fach mdel postulated ccmtains all independent variables that
appear in the equations for the related ply property (see Appendix B).
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:m=_ XTII- _ _TVE _ (SCWC)
INPUT F'dR
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kT1 0.3 I=VR, b'VR
k'2 0.4














































FVR, TFETIt, GFP 12
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TIET_
THErIt, GFP 12, Fr_R,SMES















































Further regression mDclels were studied, in an attempt to improve
the predictive capability of the models, especially £or the strengths.
These m_els, incorporating higher order £tmotions and combinations of
predictor variables used in the siwple models, show some improvement
over the simple models, provir_j the value of including the "interaction"
ef£eots o£ predictor variables in the regression models. In addition,
the higher order interaction models can £it response £u_ctions over a
wider range of £iber _lume ratio, with associated impro_nents in the
R z statistics. The data oases CONI and CON2 contain selected points
£rom the entire range of £iber _ltme ratios, to supply the samples £or
these _u_s. Furthermore, since higher order models are postulated,
TI_-TR is taken to be the cosine of the a,_rage of fiber orientation
angles. The variable _ is a "dtmmy" variable, that is a £m_ction o£
other variables in the uodel. It is defined as
ff,;R = 1 -F'VP.- VPR
is intended to represent an "'average" matrix re)lime ratio over
thickness of the ply. The interaction models are sho_ in Tables XU -
]Cigl.
The general forth of the postulated models now includes higher order
ter_ms, so the predictor _iables are tested up to the fotrth po_er.
Symbolically,
',' = Bo ÷ S,('n.L_) -,- B.(FVR) ÷ B3(_) ,- S,,(e>"el) .,- es(e_e) ÷
],,(e_'e) + ..('nL_) _ + ..(_)(F,_) + ., (TXEm) (We) +
,:,,o('mc_)(em, l) + ... + .,,('ne_A)'(P,,n)(_) * ...
+ 3(e-ve)"+... etc.
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The nun£xer of ter_ms possible in a complete fotn-th power polynomial
expansion beoomes _4ieldy £or the oases studied. Considering the
limitation o£ the size o£ the predictor ,atrix in the regression package
used (100 x 1_), the terms are intuitively _rou_ in the hope o£
eliminating large groups at one time. The regressions are conducted
using "unlikely" candidates for admission into a particular model, and
if no terms are entered, subsequent regressions are conducted witbmrt
those terms. The justification for this approach is not a statistical
argunent, rather an interpretation o£ the physical i)rinciples active in
any chosen n_cIel. The regressions to eliminate terms are merely used as











































































































In_I_*EI_P2wEI_P, TI_"rA 2*I_P2, I'NR _
F'VtI-I_'P2wI_P, TI_-'Tlq2wE]_l:'2, I_;'P2 _'mP'gtl
*** INkY SIIIGULqll
THL_It2wM&/£, _ =*I_"P2, I_*
I:'Vtl*t_'JP, TI-IETA, I_"P2 =*FUR
I:'Vtlwt_"P2wEMP, THL_A, FVRwI_"t'2wI_R


















































































































































THETA:*M_I, M_R:, FgRwEFP 1*IfJR, I_P :wEI:P 1 92.51
THETA2wMUR, THETR" ,El=P1",E]_P=wFVI_,ffJR=wEFP1 96.38
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M_'R, F_ff.TR, I_'P 1NITJR 99.77
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THEFR, FVRw_=P 1, SE=P2_3FP12















































































































































































































































































































COH1 T/L:'TA 'INS]_JPCNI_FI,F_ q
ff._, F'v'R:N_, l'k'R: NSlI_
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The ntmerical si,ulations conducted show that certain assumptions
about the statistical distrib_rtion of local nont_iformities in fiber
con10osites lead directly to quantifiable variations in material
properties. The advantages irk_er_nt in the stor_J_asticchara-terization
are ntmero_s. _ developnent of q_Jality control and reliabilty
measures for composites is cn_ocial to their acceptance in air_ra£t
designs. _ redt_tion in needed experimental data achievable through
j_icious simulation of the wide _ietF of available composite material
systems could signi£icantly lower the costs o£ material selectio_ and
acceptance testify. In the results o£ this sttmly, the con£i_
inter_Jals calculated can be interpreted as the prod_t of an
experinental program, speci£ically desigr_=d as an analog o£ the physical
processes _hioh ooctu_ in real materials.
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B. Histograms and Distribotions
Data cases 1, 2, and 3 demonstrate the di££er_moes bet_L-en a
deterministic base case and random oases with narrow and wide dispersion
of input data about the base case.
In Fig. 30, it is apparent that the deterministic case I val_e o£
15750 ksi. for longitudinal modulus falls near the mean of the case 2
data. Honest, the case 3 sample appears to have a mean slightlF Io_er
(approxirmtelv 15000 ksi. ). It should be noted that the size o£ the
interval over which the sample oocm-s is noticeably far,get in the widely
distrib:rted case 3 rm_.
Transverse modulus, (Fig. 31) demonstrates a higher mean value for
the wide distribtrtion than for the narrow, which is greater than the
deterministic val_]e of 1065 ksi. reported in Table II. The increased
trans,_erse modulus is related to the added stiffness available in fibers
witI_ high misaligrment relative to longitudinal direction.
Shear modulus, (Fig. 32) is measurably char_ed by noran_iformities.
The deterministic value of 516 ksi is exceeded by the case 2 value of
approximately 620 ksi, which is further exceeded by the case 3 value
near 900 ksi. Fiber misalignent has a significant effect in shear
modulus variation.
Poisson's ratios (Fig. 33, 34) sI_w similar tr_ends in location of
sample means and relatiue dispersion of the sample for the data studied.
Poisson's ratios generally increase with fiber misalignent and _ol_e
fraction changes.
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lle coefficients of thermal expansion (Figs. 35, 36) for the sample
studied re£1ect the longitudlnal oontraotion of graphite £ibers _aen
heated. The longitudinal coe££ioient o£ thermal expansion £or
l_S-graphite £iber is -4b.3_ x Ie-6/ F, _hile the transverse coe££icient
is 0.5f_ x 10-s/ F. The offset orientation of crFstal lattice plarms
in graphite fibers can explain this behavior. These _l_es, the £iber
misalignment, and fiber volmme ratio meat 0.5 all contriI_rte to the
occurrence o£ a negati_ longitudinal coe££icient o£ tl_ermal expansion
for the composite. _lt higher fiber volume ratios, the ualues calculated
would be less than in tl_e present case, because of the contolling £iber _
behavior for high £iber _I_ ratio.
The longitudinal strengths (Fig. 38, 39) are signi£icantly reduced
_en nontmi£ormities are present. The deterministic case 1 value of 203
ksi. for tensile strength is compared to a mean near lf_ ksi £or case 2
and a mean near 130 £or case 3. In compression, the deterministic value
of 165 ksi. compares to means near 1_ ksi. and 80 ksi. £or the narrow
and _.de distrib_rtions, respecti_el y. The failcre rode in compression
uaries in the random samples.
Transverse strer_Jths (Fig. _, 41) show sensitivity to the
•mriations asscm_d. Nisalignments, uolcme £raction nommmi£ormities, and
constituent strength uariations all contibtrte to reduction in the
strength _ralues. Sub-ply shear £ailm-es occur, _hich ur_lermine the
alreadM low transverse composite strengths.
In plane shear strength (Fig. 42) _altms decline £rom 10.01 ksi.
for case I to a mean near 8.0 ksi. for case 2. Hoover, case 3 sho_ a
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value of a mean near 8.0 also. It appears that the added shear strength
due to fiber misaligngent is balanced by the reduced strength due to
_u_iable fiber _ltme £raction.
C. Confidence Curves
The effects of various shape parameters of fiber strength are sho_n
in Figs. 43 and 44. The higher _eibull distribution shape parameter of
20 produces a narrow distribution o£ tiber strength values. The
composite that has few weaker fibers is expected to be.stronger, and
Fig. 43 demonstrates this for lonitudinal tensile strength. However,
compressi_ failtme (Fig. 44) is a more complex phenomenon. In the
region of low fiber ,_olume ratio, the 'rule of mixtures' £ail_we
criteria for a subply can control the failure mode. At higher fiber
wlume ratio, l_e_er, compressive failure can be initiated by
delamination, or by a shear failtwe in a sub-ply. The mixture o£
failure modes in oompressi_ failure is not well understood, but can
explain the seeminq inconsistency of the intersection of the ct:roes in
Fig. 44. At a fiber _oltme of 0.7, the _=akest fibers (a = le) are in
the strongest composite, _hen str_th is normalized with respect to
fiber oonc_essioe strength.
The effects of various shape parameters for matrix strengths are
studied in Figs. 45, 46, and 47. Transoerse tensile ax_ compressive
strengths show expected reducticms for 1o_ matrix strengths. In-plane
shear strength shows lower dispersion at a large fiber voltm_ of 0.7,
and also declines in general for higher fiber volume.
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The fiber misalignnent effects are studied in Figs. 48-57.
Longitudinal ,_dulus (Fig. 48) shows narrow inter_als and slight
reductions for g_eater misaligrment. Transverse modulus (Fig. 49) and
in plane shear modulus (Fig. 50) are enhanced by fiber misaligrment.
Longitudinal tensile and compressive strengths are degraded by
misaligrment (Figs. 51, 52). Transverse tensile and oompressive
strengths are enhanced (Figs. 53, 54). In-plane shear strer_th shows
total separation of cor_iderce intervals between curves with different
degrees of misaligrment. Poisson's ratios (Figs. 56, 5?) increase for
high £iber misalignnent values.
The fiber stiffness effects (Figs. 58-67) are very stall for the
distribtrtion paraneters studied.
D. Examination of Regression Mbdels
The regression models £or thermoelastio properties demonstrate
resonably high predictive capability in the simple models assuned.
l_rginal improvements are achieved in expanding the models to include
higher order interaction terms. Further improvement is gained bY using
sample data from the wide rar_je o£ volume peroent values. The higher
multiple correlation coefficients o£ these models tray be due to the
additional information a_railable in the sample size of 1_ that us
used. The nearly singular predictor matrices _hich occt_ in the higher
order models indicate that terms n_st by selectively remo_ to
eliminate linearity between asstmL_d predictor terms. _ r_qFression
results support the use o£ the simple models for therm)elastic
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properties, because improvenents in predictive capability in the higher
order m=dels £or t]he same data ar_ small.
Strengths are not modeled well by' tlm simple or the interaction
models. The predictors chosen are average properties, _=reas the
strengths are based on the _eakest points in the material. Euen the
unidirectional cases (H6-HIO, t;6-,10) present data that the interaction
m_dels ha,_ considerable difficulty in aocomodating. Somevahat greater
predictive value is 'gained by using the expanded data for strength model
prediction. Using fourth order algebraic functions, values of the
multiple correlation coefficient square approach 85"/.for longitudinal
tensile strength. _ other strengths generally have poorer results.
tractable, constit_nt based, proba_ilistic analysis procedure
for fiber composites has been deueloped using the IC;_I program as a
basis. IJithin the limitations of the nec.hanics of nmterial model,
properties and strengths o£ a uariety of composite material
con£ig_J_ations can be simulated.
This study quantifies the tbernoelastic and strength properties ot
a graphite/epoxy ply subject to assuned ur_'ertainties for fiber
misaligcment, constituent _olune £ractions, and constituent properties.
The results show seueral aduantages of probabilistic characterization of
this material. These include the identi£ication of unforseen uariatiorLs
in composite material properties, and the nechanical effects of local
r._PJu_i£ormities. _ relatiue importance of the u-arious fabrication and
material o-_riables on composite pPoperties is identified, a_d tI_
resulting behauior q1_Lntitied.
The aduantages o£ a probabilistic £or_m-lation o£ composite material
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properties over a deterministic one are ntmerous. Comparison of the
results o£ this study with test data oould reveal some _a_oes o£
previously unac_o_ted scatter in the data. Expected v_loe ranges could
be predicted for experimental results. Since the simulations provide
data that is analagous to experimental data at lo_er cost, laboratory
classifications material selection, and acceptance testir_ of composites
can be guided by the ir_ormation made available by these nethods.
Rltbo_h the method presented provides results for only the basic
ply, extension of the simulation to include lamination.ar_le variations
in a general layup is feasible. Since finite element material property
cards are generated, structtral analysis of components with rar_omly
,_ried properties de£ined at a nunber of points in the body can supply a
more realistic description o£ the Pandora nature of structural response
due to material inhomogeneity.
The stochastic £orm,,lation o£ material properties is generally
recognized as one requirement o£ £ail_n_e theories £or materials.
llltho_h the £ailtu_e oriteria in the models _sed in this study are
oonservative, pa_ngressive tailt_e o$ fiber composites could be modeled
by incorporating load redistribution and material propertF recalculation
in the vicinity o£ failed material.
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C PROBABILISTIC INTEGRATED COMPOSITES ANALYZER ( P I C A H ) "1
C " .... " .............. " .... " ................................ mq
C A COMPUTER CODE fOR AHALYSIS OF PROBABILISTIC VARZATIOHS IH _q
C COMPOSITE PROPERTIES USIHG THE INTEGRATED CGMPOSIT[S ANALY2ER ",
C |ICAN). THE ANALYSIS SAMPLES FROM IHPUT DISTRIBUTIOHS TO OBTAIH mN
C COMPOSITE PROPERTIES AHD GEOMETRY. MHICH ARE THEH INPUT TO ICAHo _N
C AS MAHY TIMES AS THE USE| REQUESTS. m4
C FIHAL OUTPUT IHCLUD(S OUTPUT DATASETS or ICAH WHICH ARE flAileD wa









THIS ZS B MASTER PROGRAM FOR WXCAHw UHXCH ALLOCATES
DYNAMICALLY SUFFICIENT STORAGE FOR THE ARRAY VARIABLES










C REAl) INPUT DATAsrT TO DI_t£RFIINE IF PItORA|JLISTZC AHALYS][S IS DESZDREU
COrinOH A(I)
COflISOH/ILA|I_/ INHYDlr,OUTr,][Hr,IHPF, IHDS, IDBK
DIPIENSZON L(A)






IF (.HOT. RSTAT) GO TO $00
C
lEAD (PIN,IDRDRI) RUNS
C SN UP POINTERS roll ISASTEt ARRAY
L(I) i 1
L(2) • L(I) * HUrlS
L($) • L(2) * Hurts
L(6| • L($) * HUMS
L($) • LI4) * Nt_S$
L(6) • L¢5) * MUffS
L(I| • L(6) , NL









C LOOP *DRUMS*T1rlSESTHROUGH DATA CR[ATZOH AHD ][CAN ROUTIXE
DO 10DRtURN* • I,|UHS



















C ROUTINE UPDAT READS INPUT AND GEHERAT[S STATISTICALLY VARY|HG |HPUT m

































NRITE |INPr. lJ) CSAHD
READ (PIN. It) BIDE












DO IF (_HGLEV| GO TO 84




it N Ill It • I.NL
CALL UAAHOIXl !
CALL URAH0(X7 I
CALL HORN(XI. XZ, THnU. THSIG. V)
THETA(IA) • V
lit COHTIHU[
tel DO lOS II • I.HL
M|ITE(1HPT. 15) IDEHY(2 ). It. IA.TU. TCU. PL( 72. I ) .THETA(It) .PL( 1. I )
lOS COHTXNUE
C
C liEIJ I_TEllZJL DJTJ
liEAD(P|N, 16) ZDEHTI4), (CODrq( I,J, J ),J" l, 2),| (CODD( 2, J, J),J,l, 21, VSC( I ),vrs( I )oVVS( I )
C
ZW IFZaATS) GO TO )It
OO 110 ZR "t.HltS
VrP(Zt) • VFFIIU
I | i CONTINUE
GO TO 128
114 DO 125 IA • I,NIS
I IS CALL U|ANO(XI)
CALL URAH0(XZ!
CALL 1lOllll(XJ .X2,VTIqSU.VFPSIG,T )
Xlr (Y .GT. i. Ti/ GO TO li5
IF (V .LT. e.se! Go TO IJ5
• VTF(Ii) • T
!|S CONTIHUE
C
118 II r (VOIITV) OO TO 1'41





I4bl DO Ill ][R " ),HrtS




lie DO Ill It • I.MIS
KNIT£ li,l+plr,,lT,) IDEN?II),ICOD[$IJ,J,I),J-I,I),VrPIJII),VVPIIR),
IICODCI(IoJ, I),_•l,I) ,vsc(l),vrs( I), vvs( I )
21) CONTINUE
C
C R[AD LOADIHG COHDITIOHS
C
DO 308 |R • I.HLC
OCAD (PIH. ill ZD[HT(S).HDSII.II).HASI2.IR).HDSI$.IP).THCS
UmlTElIHPT. 191 lbTHT()J.HDS(|.IR).HBS(2.IR).HB_I$.IRI.THC$
ll[ilO (FIN. 181 IO(HI"( It ,I'Iii$11, Ill l.l"lllS,f,_. [II ,),I"IIISCJ. I+."










XHCHDIEHT AHD REFILE SEED FOR FUTURE RUHS
ZSE[D " ZSE[D • 188
RF_IHD XS[EDF
URITE (lSEEDF.i) lSEED
2 rOlfl&T (IX.IOHEDEHT(Z! e.AR)
6 FORNAT (Z6)
1 FORMAT (ZOA4)























C SU|JOUTIH£ FOR GEHENATINO AAHDOfl HIJ_BEH5 HAVI)IG A UHITOnM



















C SUIAOUTIH[ fOR O[HERATIHO RAHDON VAAZABL[ Y ACCOROZKg
C TO THE HOmflA£ D|STR/$UTXOH HIMU,S|GMA), USING THE








C 5UBROUTXHE FOR OlCH|BATIflQ GAMMA VARIATES N|TH PARAflETEAS





DO 5| Z • I.K
50 CALL URAND(U(Z))
P(I) • U(i)
80 ill X • 2,K
1O0 P(Z) • U(Z) m P(Z-l)







C THIS ROUTINE G[H[RATES THE DESIAED _£IBULL DISTRIBUTED tAHDON
¢ VARIABLES PRESCRZBE9 BY IHPUT or SHAPE AHD SCALE PARAflL-r[RS.
C tNNfldNINpNINIRMRIINNDdlINNNJlNNNNNNNNNBINNIBNNBt_NIRNINNNPlqN
C VARZA|LE DISCtIPTIOHS
C ALPHA • SHAPE PARAMETER
C BETA • SCALE PARAfl£TEA
C Xi • uHIrORMLT DISTRIBUTED BAHDOfl VARIABLE OH 10,|)
C Y • WEZRULL DISTRIBUTED HAHDOM VAAZABLE
C
C USE ZS flADE OF THE HEXBULL DISTRIBUTION TUHCTZOH
C
C FiX) • I - EXP( * (XSBR'rA) WN ALPHA) FOR X .GE. ZERO
C
OiIX! • ! ° Xl






























BEAD IPIN, ll) BIDE
NRITE (POUT°I)) RIDE





C READ LATER DATA
IBel|i9 BEAD |P|N, Jq) IDLqiT||),INP(IR),IP(IR).TU.TCD,PL(12,1B),THETA(IB), "
IPLII,IB)





lOA NRITE CPOUToIS) IDEHT(2)olHPIIB),IP(ZR)°TUoTCU.PL(72.IR).
ITHETA(IB).PL¢7,1B)























mEAD (PIH. 18) IDEHT($).fl|S(|,Im).flBS(2.IR).MBS($,IR)
NRZTE (POUT,It) IDEHT(I).flBS(I.ZR).flBS(2.IR).MBS(].ZR)
DEAD(PIN,18) XDEHT(3J.(DBS(Z,IB),Zsl.4)
• NRZT_ (POUT.J9) ZD[HT(I).(DBS(Z.ZR).Z'I,4)















































C SUSROUTZH£ TO SUPPLY VAR/ATZONS ZN COI#5TZTU£NT PROPERTIES







C VARY EACH PROPE|TY NIIICH ¢OARL_JPOHD5 TO A IOOLEAH MZTH VALUE °TRUE*
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ze READ(PIN, t00() BOOL.S_EAH,STDEV





Zl READ(PIN, tOOl) iDOL.BETA.ALPHA

























This appendix outlines the theories _ equations in the ICI_
program that are used in this peo_ect. In the £irst section on
composite micronechanics, the elastic ar_ tbernml properties of a
composite ply are defined with respect to its principal mRterial axes.
The next section, de,_ted to laminate theory, contains the
transfornBtions and stmm_tions o£ ply properties used to arrive at
laminate properties. The last section contains a brief discussion of
the failure criteria.
I. Composite mioromeobanios
theory for calculation of the properties o£ a unidirectional
fiber composite ply based on the properties, _lume £ractions, rand
orientation of its constituents is known as composite mioronecbanics.
In this section, the subscripts f, m, v, and f represent fiber, _trix,
void, and laminate, respectively. The symbolic notation and the





El2 2 = El3 3 =
E
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- _ (1 - %,'Gt_2)
G
m
, - _ (l - %/%3)
Poisson's Patios:
Vll 2 = vii 3 = v m + kf(vFl 2 - Vm)
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I v112ui23 = kF u/2 3 + km 2v m E[ 1 E/22
Coe££icie_ts o£ thermal expansion
511 + km[(am_/E£11) - a£11]
a111 =
1 + km(Em/E£11 - 1)
I I__tv.Er,1




This section describes the methods _hich are used to calculate the
elastic properties of laminates from the properties, orientation, and
distribution o£ ir_iuid,_l laminae. The elastic properties are then
used to predict the response o£ the laminate to external loads. The
nethods used to predict stresses in the laminae under application o£
external loads are also described. Failt_e loads can be predicted by
using these methods; as described in a following section.
a. Genera Ii_-d Hooke 's Law
The stresses acting at a point in a solid can be represented by the
stresses acting on the planes norrml to the coordinate directions, or
equi_ralently, on the s_-faoes o£ an in£initesimB1 cube as sho_n in Fig.
B-1. The stresses (oij) on each £a_ are resolved into three
components: one norm_l stress and t_o shearing stresses. The £irst
subscript re£ers to the direction normal to the plane in _hich the
stress acts and the second subscript to the direction in _hich the
stress acts. The stress conlx)nents shorn on the faces o£ the cube are
taken as positive and can be taken as the £oroes (per _mit area) exerted
by the material mztside the cube upon the mRterial inside, tl stress
component is positive i£ it acts in the positive direction on a positive
£aoe o£ the cube. Thus normsl tensile stresses are positive, and nornal
compressive stresses are negati_. Nine stress components must be used
to de£ine the state o£ stress at a point, namely o11 , 022 , 033 ' 023 ,
o31 ' o12 ' 032 ' o13 ' and o21. There are nine correspor_ling strain
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oomponents, following the sane subscript ¢on_ention.
For bodies in _hich each strain oompormnt is a linear £unctiot_ o£
all six stress components, the generalized Booke's Law can be expressed
aij = Zijkl
_bere Eijkl is a £o_th order tensor of elastic constants. For nine
stress components and nine strain components, there must be 81 elastic
constants defining Eijkl. Certain reductions in the number of
independent constants for an anisotropic body are due to symnetry
properties of the tensor Eijkl. By considering moment equilibrium about
the center o£ the cube, it can he show that at any point 023 = 032 '
°31 = o13 , and o12 = o21. Thus, Eijkl is symmetric with respect to the
£irst t_o indices. Seoor¢l, because the strains are symmetric (that ist
= Eji), Eijkl must be sy_netric with respect to the second two
indices. This reduces the number of elastic constants to 38. Further
reduction to the final 21 elastic constants for a general anisotropic
mterial is accomplished by assuming the existence o£ a strain energy
density ftmction, such that









Partial di£terentiationwithrespeot to ekl yields
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= Eijkl
Since the order o£ partial di££erentiation is immeterial,











It is now convenient to make the following notation chaDges:
constants:
Thus the £irst pair o£ subscripts in Eijkl
secor_ pair _¢itho_rtany c_e in the values. The number 0£ elastic
constants is thus reduced to 21.
b. Lamina Constitutive Belation
Several simpli£ications to the generalized Sooke's Law can be made
£or the special case o£ a thin orthotropic material, _hich approximates
a unidirectional £iber composite lamina. By considering the inv-ariarx:_e
o£ elastic properties under coordinate trans£ormation £or planes o£
symmetry, the tensor Eijkl can be reduced to the following nine
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_11 = Q1 ell - el
" °2 "22 " "2
o'33 = 03 e33 = e3
023 = '1"23 = 0"4 2e23 = Y23 = e4
o13 = T13 = 05 2e13 = V13 = • 5




The generalized fo_mo£ l_boke'sLawoannowbe _ritten
6
o. : Z C. _. for i,j : 1,...,6
z j=l ij 4
is kno_ as the stiftmss mtrix, arcl e. are the
J







Cll C12 C13 • • •
C12 C22 C23 • • •
C13 C23 C33 • • •
• • Q C44 • •
• • • e" C55 •







_here the c_ordinate axes coincide wifJb the s_m_et_ axis o£ the
msterial. For laminae that are assoned s_ficiently thin, the tbro_h
the thickness stresses a_e _=_o. 3_s 03 = 04 = 05 = 0, fc_ plaz_
stress. It is apparent that e4 = e5= •










using the tensorial strain T el2
The Q terms are _as reduced sti££nesses, i.e.
instead o£ the er_ir_ering strain V12.
Qll = Cll =
Q12 = c12 =




Q66 =.' cII-c12 I'= G12
_here El, E=, v1= , u21, and G:2 are the ply elastic constants, measured
leith respect to the natural m_terial system. It my he noted that only
Eour of these constants are independent.
The stress- strain relation above shows that there is no couplinq
het_een tensile and shear strains, as lor_j as the applied stresses are
coincident _rith the principal mmterial directions. _r, coupling
appears _ a lamina is tested at arbitrar3z angles with respect to the
principal material direotions. _ general form of the stress-strain
relation for any arqu/ar orientation o£ a lamina is c_si(lered next.
c. Stif£ness matrix transfa_mtions
R lamina is loaded al_Kj a coordinate system x-y oriented at some
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angle • with respect to the principal material direotious as _ in






2 : [T] _y
1
T VI2J "Jr Vxy
_%ere [T] is the trans£ormation matrix £or plane stress and plane strain
trans£ormed by clock_rise rotation about the (3,z) axes, given by
[T] =
cosZ8 sin28 2 sinS oos8
sin=8 cos2R -2 sin8 cos0
-sinB cose siz_g cos0 cos28 - sin28
Inversion and substitution yields
l"l= [TI-_[QI[T] _yl
7xy. T _xy
which is the stress strain relation Eor a lamina re£erred to arbitrary
axes. For simplicity, the notation [ Q ] is introduced
[Q] = [TI-I[_][T]
_here [Q] is called the trans£or_ reduced stiE£ness --_trix.
Usi_J the approacI_outlir_d aboue, it is possible to obtaln
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expressions for the elastic properties referred to the x-y cx)ordinate
system.
d. Elastic p_operties o£ laminates
number of assuraptions are msde in laminate tbeory to obtain
tI_oretical predictions. These are:
1. the lamina are perfectly bonded and do not slip relative to
each other
2. the bond between the laminae is ir_initesimJ117 thin
3. the laminate has the properties of a thin sheet
These assumptions alloy: the laminate to be treated as a thin
elastic plate. The classical hypothesis o£ Ki_ff is applied to
derive the strain distribution throughout the plate under external
forces. Because the laminate is composed of laminae oriented in
different directions vrith respect to each other, the stress-strain
equation for each layer (k) is defined as
: 012 022 026
Txy k 016 Q26 Q66 k Yxy
Thus for a gi_n strain distribtrtionj the stress in each layer can be
determined. The strain at any point in a laminate undergoirEj
deformation must be related to the displacements and o_u_ratu_-es of its
midplane. The discussion _ahich follows assumes that the laminate is
thin. lii_£f plate theory is used in this £ormulation.
The deformation of an arbitrary section of a laminate is sbo-_n in
Fig. B-3. It is assumed that lines straight and perpendicular to the
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midplane before deformatio_ remain so after deformation. This is
equivalent to neglecting transverse shearing de£orsatioss. O_qsari_
Fig. B-4(b) with Fig. B-4(a), in _hioh the normals to the midplane
r'em_in perpendicular after d_f_-_mticn, it is ;e_n that the upper and
lo_m s_n-£aces o£ the plate must not shift tlseir relative positions. It
is obvious that the resistance of a thin plate to such deformation is
large, much larger than its resistance to deformations perpendicular to
the midplane.
It is assuned that the point B at the midplane undergoes
displacements u0, v0, and w0 along the x, y, and z axes, respectively.
The displacement u in the x direction of a point C located on the normal
i_BCD at a distance z £rom the midplane is gi,_n by
U = U0 -- Z_




The last t_o eq_sations can be used to obtain the displacement u of an
arbitrary point at a distance = £rom the midplane as
aws
U = U o - Z _x
Similarly,
m
lt.Y = V 0 -- Z
Since the strains normal to the midplane are rL=glected (plane
strain) = tlwe displacenent w at any point is taken equal to the




_x - ox - ox z
ov OVo a2Wo
o_u _ c_xo c_,Po O_Wo
=_÷ _ + _- 22:_
Vxy o_/ _x Oy ax axo_/
In terms o£ midplane strains and plate ctu_ratm_es, the strains in a


























stresses in any (k) lamina can be obtained by substituting the
previous equation into the stress strain equation
fox]I°l 12°1611, °Itkx
"_ k QIs Q2s Qss k t_ kzy
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e. laminate Stif_ress Nltrix
Classical laminate tlsEoi_y_ides a method o£ _l_l-ting the
resultant £o_es and mDments per ,_it length acting on the laminate by
integrating Use stresses acting in each lamina through the thickness (h)










The mDnent resultants are obtained by integration thrtn_h the thickness






= " Txy z dzMx7 -h/2
mment per rnit length. The sign _tion$ are sls_m in Fig. B-5.
Using the resultant £oroe and mr_nt relatio¢_, • syste is defined
that is statically equi_ralent to the laminate stress system, Ixrt applied
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at the midplane. Thus, the external loading has been reduced to a
system that does not contain the laminate thickness or z coordinate
expl icit ly.
For a laminate c_nsistinq 0£ n laminae (Fig. B-6), the resultant
Eorce-m_.L:mt system acting at the midplane can be obtained by adding
integrals representing the contribLrtion of each layer by









Using the expressions for the stresses in the k-th lamina derived
earlier, _ noting that the midplane strains and plate ctn-vat_-es are
constant not only within the lamina, Inrt for all laminae, it is apparent
that they can be taken outside the integral sign. The stif£ness matrix
[Q] is constant within a lamina so it also can be taken outside the
integration to giw
IJ IItlINx -_ Qll Q12 QIS hk dz s0Y
s k:l _s Q2s %s k
t_:l hk-I
_lS _26 %G k _
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i 1f .l---ll l)':l
k:l k xyQI6 Q26 q66
__ IIqlt q12 q16_ hk z2dz ky
+ • q12 922 Q26 hk_l j
= q16 _26 q66 k kxy





eij- 2 _ (Qijlk1_ - _-l)
k=l
n1
°ij- 3 _. (_ijlk1_ - _-l)
k=l
These new matrices, R, B, and D, sinpli£y the resultant £oroe and moment
relations, and are known as the extensional, couplir_j, and bending
stiEEness mtrices, respectively, l_e total plate =stitutim equation
is then
[:] - [:,:][:'l
It my be recalled that in an ortbotropic lamina with arbitrary
orientation the shear stress is coupled with the normal strain an-; the
normal stresses are coupled with the shear strain. In ger_ral, a
resultant shearing force an a laminated plate produces midplane normal
strains in addition to the expected shearing strain. Similarly, a
..m
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resultant normal force will ir_i_ shear strains in addition to eidplane
normal strai_es.
r_r_ero cottplir_ matrix B in the plate constit_rtim e_x_aticm
explains the co_plinq bet_n bending and extension of the laminated
plate. Thus, normal and shear forces at tl_ midplar_ irKl_ not only
midplarm deformations, (ar_ hence, midplame strains) but also twisting
and bending, producing plate c_n_Tatu_es. Similarly, resultant bendir_j
and twistir_j moments induce midplar_ strains.
£. Lamina stresses and strains
aim o£ the analysis o£ a laminated composite is to determine
the stresses and strains in each o£ the laminae forming the laminate.
These stresses and strains are used with £ailt_e criteria to predict the
loads for failure initiation for a laminate. The failtre criteria are
discussed in the section deuoted specifically to that purpose.
strains in a lamina caused b7 external loading are a f_tion
of laminate midplane strains alsd plate cur_rattn_es, as previously
discussed. Once the lamina strains are kno_, lamina stresses can be
£_ using the lamina stress-strain law. Thus, the starting point for
calculating lamina stresses is the determination of laminate midplane
strains and plate c_att_es in terms of the applied loading. The plate
constitutive equation given previously can be inverted to giw the
midpl_ne strains and plate otu_a_tt_es explicitly in terms of the
resultant external forces and moments. The result of the inversion
l_rooess is
I:lI° I sll"l= C' D' 1'I = B' D' ff
_b_re ;I', B', and D' are simplified form of the inversion process
•results, and are £ur_tions of the R, B, and D matrices o£ the original
form of the plate constitutive equation.
It is now apparent that with these equations, an analysis of a
laminate subjected to external £oroes and mo,ents can be conducted:
1. calculate midplane strains and plate curvatures
[°II°BIfHIk = B' D' M
2. calculate lamina stresses in global (x-y) system
e calculate lamina stresses in natm-al





The strain uariations in a lamina are calculated in an analagous
manner. The stress-strain variation is compared with the allo_able
stresses and strains in each lamina. Thus the load at _hich failure is
initiated in one of the lamina can be calculated, as long as a stre_h
criteria exists in terms of the lamina nattwal axis syste,L The
formulation of lamina failure criteria is discussed in the next section.
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3. Strength Theories
It is assumed that the strength o£ a laminate must be related to
the strengths o£ the individual laminae. A simple £ailtu-e c_iteria
consists o£ evaluating the lamina strer_ths in their principal material
directions subject to induced stresses or strains at the boundaries of
the lamina. In this context, it is assumed that the lamina and its
constituents behave in a lir_ear elastic nunner to £ailt_e. The strength
analysis described here assumes that the behavior of each lamina in an
arbitrary laminate is the same as the behavior observed in the nattwal
axis system _ben the lamina is part of any other laminate tuxier the same
stresses _r strains. In other w_rds, it is assuned that the strer_]th
criteria for a lamina in plane stress is valid for any orientation of
the lamina in a laminate. In the IC.qN program, the lamina strengths are
calculated using the expressions given below.
Longitudinal tension
%lIT :s_ (kt + k_,,_tl,)
Longit_inal compression:
The longitudinal compressive strength must be conl_uted on the basis
of three different c_iteria:
a. rule of mixtt_es
snl c =sm (_ + k_l i)
b. delaminat ion





• - =.(l - o,,o,,.12)
Transverse tens ion
sz2zr = sz(F_cr/m_ )
Transverse compression
S122C = SmC / DE]_OM
Transx_z-se sheab-"
[(v I - i + o_ot_2)F=0.2 s_] "
Sll 2 = GmFI F/tCT
F 1 and F 2 are given by
The variable I]E)IOM is introduced for ccm_-nience:
mine = [l - ,,_t(l - %/e:t=)] .J i. ,,(+P- l) .,-'/,(,,,,- l)"
_ber_e _ is given by
E
m
vl - _-t2211- ,,m,,.(l- E/_t_)]
F 1 - 1
dL
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The variable FACT is used to oorrelate the strengths o£ I_S and Kevlar
fiber composites with the experinentally observed values. Since neither
of these Fibers is used in this _ork, F/ICT takes the _lue tmity.
310_
°131 °22
Fig. B.1- Components of Stress acting
on elemental unit cube.
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Fig. B.3- Bending geometry in the x-z plane.
a. DeRecfed bat m_ieat dmr b. Dellected bar w/tk drear de-
defommtions femafJaal
Fig. B.4-Shearing force deformations on straight cross section.
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